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Department of Mathematics, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061
(Received 21 July 1975)
A rigorous treatment of the symmetric multigroup transport equation is given by developing the functional
calculus for the transport operator. Von Neumann spectral theory is applied to nonorthogonal cyclic
subspaces, and the isometries onto C( N) are explicitly evaluated.

Hangelbroek and Larsen and Habetler have independently provided rigorous techniques for solving the time
independent one speed linear transport equation. 1,2
While the Larsen-Habetler approach has the distinct
advantage of demonstrating, as its central result, that
the transport operator is spectral, when this result is
already evident, as for example, with a self-adjoint
kernel, the Hangelbroek approach appears to provide
a most effective setting for understanding the underlying
properties of the transport operator. In fact, Hangelbroek has succeeded in showing that the Wiener-Hopf
factorization, which has been used as a basis for extending the solution of the full range problem to the half
range, can be derived from a study of projections in the
representation space of the full range theory. 3

Noting that P commutes with every constant matrix, the
inverse of A is computed to be

Recently, Zweifel has extended the Larsen-Habetler
technique to the multigroup transport equation. 4,5 In this
article we wish to show that for a symmetric kernel the
functional calculus can be developed for the multigroup
as by Hangelbroek for the one-speed equation.

Lcmma 1: If Tc=: peA), then TCiF p(K) for each i,
and the degree satisfies:

Since it will be necessary to evaluate the isometries
between subspaces of the solution space and the representation spaces explicitly, the von Neumann spectral
theory will be applied to nonorthogonal cyclic subspaces.
The subcritical case, C < S, is considered in detail first,
with extensions in the last section to more general
kernels.

Denoting by L, S. the linear manifold spanned, we have

A-I = S-I

Write

+ S-IC(S _ C)-Ip.

K for the linear space 1-/ with inner product
(1)

{cp, i/J}= (Acp, i/J) H'

On K, A is still positive, and additionally, B = A -I M is
self-adjoint. LetA be the C* algebra generated by Bon
K, (N) the C* algebra of continuous, G:-valued functions
on the spectrum N = a(B) of B with uniform norm, P(I-/)
[resp. peA), pCC)] the subspace of polynomials in each
component in K [resp. A, C], and E the unit constant
function in C(N). For each integer i, 1 ~ i ~ n, define M;
cK by Mi = peA )Ci'

deg T= deg(Tc i , c) Ii'
degT~deg(Tci,ci)H

+2, j*i, degT>L

M;n{L,S. U Mj}=cp,
H;

L,S.

UMj=P(K),

j=l

Proof: If T E p(A) and degT =
BTc;

1. THE ALGEBRA GENERATED BY A-I U

= cr/uTc; + S-IC(S -

n, then

C)-I p(uTc l ),

and the first part follows by induction, with
We consider the Hilbert space 1-/ = EBi=l L 2(1), the
direct sum of n copies of L 2(1), where I is the real interval [- 1,1]. For 1 ~ i ~ n, let Ci E 1-/ be the zero function in each L 2(1) except the ith copy, where it is the
unit constant function. A vector i/J EH will be written i/J
= {i/Jj}~=1 with (4), cp) H = '7,':=1 L\ dll1Pj(U) 1>i(U).
Let S be a positive, diagonal nXn matrix, C a real
symmetric matrix, and assume for simplicity that S
- C > O. Throughout we will write ai for Sw Define the
orthogonal projection P: 1-/ -1-/ by

~"6 (CP,Ci)HCp

B 2c; = u2aj2cj

+ tS-IC(S _ C)-IS-lei'

For the last part it is sufficient that, for each i, all
polynomials rpcK with (rp,cJ)=O unlessj=i can be obtained, Assume, by induction, that all such polynomials
for all i and degrp ~ N can be obtained, and assume I/J
= (aN+lu N+ 1

+ PN(U)C i •

If

let

'6 SN'/B)C

n

pcp =

Bc; =UOjIC p

j

= QN(U)C O

J

i=1

and the bounded operators A: 1-/ -1-/ and M:

1-/ -1-/ by

A=S-CP,
(Mcp)(u)=ucp(u),
159

11

EI.
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indicated degree. Then

is the unique solution of the transport equation

1

aN+1a"f+ BN+1e i +I:luN,j(B) - SN,/B) - TN_1,j(B)]ej=I/J.
j

d
dx MI/J(x) =Az!;(x)

-

For each i, define 7fi:A-Mi by 7f t : T- Te i and let K:
A -C(N) be the Gelfand isomorphism. If T~A and 7f t (T)
=0, then TAej=ATei=O so T=O onAei" Since T=O on
this proves:

Mt,

Lemma 2:

7fj

+ q(x),

satisfying (MI/J(x), z!;(x»

Ii

(3)

uniformly bounded.

The proof of the theorem is an immediate consequence
of the following two lemmas.

is a bounded linear isomorphism of A

onto A e j •

Lemma 4: l/Ji:1R-K is a solution of

Define F i : K -C (N) by Fi = K7fil onA e j and F=O on
Let C j(N) be the linear space C (N) with inner
product

(4)

Mto

satisfying (Mz!;i(X), l/Ji(X)) Ii uniformly bounded if and only
if rpi(X) = F i A- 1MI/Ji is a solution of

(rp, I/J)i = {Fi 1rp , Fi11/J

Then Fi is an isometric linear isomorphism onA e l ,
and Fi(e j ) = K

d
_
A_I
dx <Pi (x) - - M 'Pj(X)

Lemma 3: For a unique positive Lebesgue-Stieltzes
measure ai'
(rp, I/J)i

= 1N rp(v)if(v) da i(V),

for rp,I/JF pC).
Proof: Defining the linear functional 1i: rp - (rp, E)i for
rp F pC), the estimate

I(rp, E)i I = Ik1 rpe p eJ I"" Iki d{e;. e
= sup Irp(v) I{e i , e i }

j}

+ Fiqj(x),

(5)

satisfying (<Pi (x), <Pi (X»i uniform bounded.
Lemma 52: Suppose g: JR - X is a uniformly HOlder
continuous function from 1R to the Banach space X, and
Ilg(x) II is uniformly bounded. If f3 < 0 and - (T + {:J) is the
generator of a bounded holomorphic semigroup,6 then
<p(x) =

f: { f
2!i

r exp

[A(x -

~)] _ ;

+ AdA} g(x) dx

for a contour r about aCT), is continuously differentiable
in JR, and is the unique solution of

proves 1i F P(C) *. Hence,

d
dx rp(x) = - T'P(x)

+ g(x) ,

(rp, I/J)i = {rp(B)e;. I/J(B)e i }= {if (B)rp(B)e p e i }
= (/frp, E)i

satisfying II 'P (x) II unifor mly bounded.

= IN rp(v)/f(v) dai(v)o

Lemma 4 is established immediately by the isomorphisms F i , and Lemma 5, the generalization of a result
from Hille-Yosida semigroup theory, is proved in
Ref. 2.

If rp is positive, rp(B) is a positive operator, by the

spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators, so

f

N

rp(v) dai(v) = (rp, E)i = {rp(B)e;. e;} >- O.

If {I/Ji} satisfies Eq. (4), then 1/J=l'::=lz!;j is clearly a solution of the transport equation (3), so the problem reduces
to a consideration of Eqo (5) Since L2 (N., a) are
invariant subspaces of lVI, it is sufficient to solve the
equations on each of the subspaces. But on L2 (N., a),
the restrictions of ill are semi-bounded self-adjoint
operators, and Lemma 5 is applicable. Equation (2) results trivially from evaluating the contour integral in
Lemma 5 for T= l/vo

By the Lemma, Fi extends to an isometric linear
isomorphism of NIi onto L 2(N, ail. Write Nt for the
bounded operator on L 2(N, ai)'
(Mrp)(v) = vrp(v),

rp

(C

0

L2(N, ail.

Corollary: For any rp E K, Fi(Brp) = NIFi(rp).

For Fi(Brp) = vrp(v) if <P =I/J(B)e i F NIl' and
invariant subspace of B.

Mt is an

2. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION
Let N. represent the nonnegative/nonpositive subsets of N, and p. the orthogonal projections of L 2(N, a)
onto L 2(N., a), viewed as subspaces of L 2(N, a), pJ 2(N"
a) = O. The solution of the n-group isotropic nonhomogeneous linear transport equation is provided by the
following theorem.
Theorem 1: Let q: 1R - K be uniformly HOlder continuous, and (q(x), q(x» Ii uniformly bounded. Consider
A -lq = 't~=1 q i with q i: 1R - At i . Define
'Pi.(X)

=.L exp[- (x - ov- ](P.F i qi) (1;) d~.
1

Then
z!;(x) =lVr l A

160

n

2::
F;I(<Ph + 'PiJ
j=l
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(2)

3. EVALUATION OF THE ISOMORPHISMS F;
It remains to compute the maps Fi and Fjl explicitly
in order to apply Theorem 1, and it is desirable as well
to derive the measure a.
Lemma 6: Let VI denote the poles of A(A)-1 for 1
=1, . . . ,111 andR(v l ) the residues. If rpc:P(C), then
m

(F'h))()l) =

.0 <p(vl)(vII -

1=1

xp

f

-1

)lS-I)-IR(v l )e i

+ (1/27fi)

dV'P(v)(vI - )lS-I)-I(A- 1 (vt - A-I (v)+)e i

+ ~T S ('P A - t + + 'PK1-)()l)ei'
where A-I. are the boundary values of A -I along the cut
I, and for any function HI: 1R - L (K) from 1R to bounded
William Greenberg
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operators on K,
(e k, (7 s w)(x)~) = (e k, W(X/O"k)~) ,
H
H
for all 1 ",; k ",; n and ~ E Ko
Proof: Since B - AI = A(A)(S-lu - AI), Fi 1 can be evaluated on analytic functions by a contour integral of the
resolvent applied to the constant vectors ej, i. e. ,
(Fil~)(/l) = (~(B)ej}(/l)

= (1/21Ti)

where D = S-lC (S - C)"l, so

fr dA ~(A)(AI -

(Ac (A/O"k)t)kl = Dik + U~jk

(7)

S-l/l)"lA-l(A)ejO

computation of the contour integral is routine, contributions rising from the same terms as in the one group
case.
For ~,1jJE K, let

III (/l/ /l -

A) d/l,

which is analytic for AE ([;/1.

n

[~, 1jJ]=~ ~k1jJko
k=l

where

Lemma 7: If ~E P(A)ej and Q: ([; - L(K) satisfies

-l<v<l
v=v 1

(a) [A-l(A)ej, (7;lQ(A»ej] = 1 on a neighborhood of N,
(b)

and (e k, T51~(/l)ej) = ~k(O"kV).

[e k , Q(A)ej] analytic on the complement of I,

then
(Fj~)(v) = (1/21Ti) ~ dA[~(A), (AI - vS)"lQ(A)e;J,

for a closed contour
Proof: If

r

VE

N

about No

Lemm(J 8: For AE([;,

r ' is a contour about N inside r,

JP
= (1/21Ti) J dA(F~)(A)(1/21Ti):Z= 1"
r
k=l r

dA/[~(A/), (A'l - vS)-lQ(A / )ej]

$(v) = (1/21Ti)

n

X

dA/(l/O"kA - A')

[SA-l(A)ej, ek][(A'I - vS)"lQ(A/)ej' e k],

using Lemma 6. From property (b) and the known analytic behavior of A(A), the r ' integral can be evaluated
n

<p(v) = (1/21Ti)~
k=l

To compute U conveniently, it is helpful to collect
some properties of A.

fr dA(F~)(A)[SA-l(A)ej, e k]

Ac(A)- - Ac(A)+ = 21TiADSWx,

(8)

where

IAI",;l/uk
IAI>l/uk
is diagonaL For Ari N,
A-l(A) = I - (I + DT x)"lDPM(S-lM where
(TX)kk=

t

t

-1

AI)-l,

(9)

(uk/ll/l - AUk) d/l

is diagonal. Hence,
= (1/21Ti)

1,

r

n

dA(F~)(A)(l/A- v)~ [A-l(A)ej,e k]
k=l

Corollary: Q(A) defined by
Q=(7sA)t,

{(I + DTx)"lD + D - DTx(I + DT x)"lD}PIJ. (S -1/l -

= I - {- (I+ DTx)(I + DT x)-l

s

+ I} DP/l (S-l/l -

AI)-l

AI)-l

A- 1A.

=1=

([;,

[ 7 l (7 sAlt (A)ei, e k] = [(7 sA) t(Ao" k)ej, e k ]

(10)

Proof: Since A(A) = 1+ DP/l (S-l/l - AI)-l, Ac(A) = I
+ DTx and 1- DTx is invertible if Ari No Multiplying Eq,
(9) by A and suitably collecting terms proves the operator inversions:
AA -1 =1 -

satisfies Lemma 7.
Proof: For any AE

A -1 (D)' = I - S-lCp.

Since

= [7 sA(AO"k)e k, ej] = [A(A)e k, ej].
and To= S,
The subspace spanned by {e j}j=l is an invariant subspace
of A(A), and the restriction Ac(A) of A is a constant
matrix. Then for Ari N,

A -1(0) = I - (I + S-lC(S - C)"lS)-lS-1C(S _ C)-lSp
= I - (S-l(S - C)C- 1S + I)-lp .

Finally,
A(A) =I+DPSS-l/l(S-l/l- An- 1=I+DSP(S-1/l- An- 1,
161
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and thus,

so the last two terms of Eq, (11) cancel. Moreover,

1

I-1 d{.l(S-1{.l-AIt 1

Ac(A)~k=(I+DS+ADSP
.

A-l(v)- - A-l(v), = - A-l(vt(A(v)- - A(v)+)A-l(v)+

±ADS7Tio(i A i ",l/a k»jk

= 27TivA-l(v)- DSWyA-l(v)+

from Eq. (8), Since P(C) c e(N, a) densely, the
integrands are equaL

Theorem 9: For each 1 "'j"'n, and 1 "'i"'n,
(Fie j)(v) da(v) =

1G

(S - C)CS-1D(v)ei' e

~

V= VI,

H'

Note that Theorem 9 gives a(v), since Fie i = c i '" L

«(S - C)C- 1SA -1 (vtDSWyA -l(v)+ ei, e j) 1/ dv,
-l<v<1.
Proof: Since Fi 1 is an isometry, for all CPE P(C),

IN cp(v)Fie j(v) da(v) =

(cp, Fie j) N= {Fi 1cp, Fi 1Fie j}

= {cp(B)e i , e j }
= (1/27Ti)

Jr dA cp(A){(AI -

B)-lei' eJ.

Rewrite A as in the proof of Lemma 8 to obtain:
{(AI - B)-lei' e

J= {(AI -

S-l{.l)-lA(A)-l ei ,

eJ

= «(AI - S-1{.l)-lA(At 1ej,Ae) h
= (l/A) (PA(AI - S-1{.lt 1A(A)-l ei , (S - C)e j )

= (1/A)((C- 1S - 1+ P
- (C- 1S - 1)A(A»A(A)-l ei , (S - C)e j)

H

= (l/A)((S - C)C- 1SA(At 1e;, e j)

- (l/A)((S - C)(C- 1S - 1)ei' C),

Therefore, the integral can be expanded. The contour
integration is completely analogous to that in the proof
of Lemma 7, i. e.,

i

27Ti

r

dA cp(A) «(S - C)C- 1s A-l(A)C. e.)
A

"

=6 CP(VI) «(S - C)C- 1SR(v » ..
I

V

I

I

J'

1

dv cp(v)

-1

V

x «(S- C)C- 1S(A-l(vt- A-l(v)+))jj
+ icp(O)((S - C)C- 1S(A -1(0)+

Equation (10) of Lemma 8 gives

Hs - C)C- 1S(A-l(0)+ + A-1(Ot) =

162

In the case of the 2-group, the assumption C = C* can
also be dropped. For it is evident that C can always be
symmetrized by a similarity transformation which
leaves the diagonal matrix S invarianL
For details on these Pontrjagin techniques, see Refs,
3 and 7.
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The functional calculus approach which has been developed above can be extended in toto to the case of the
general symmetric kernel: S diagonal, C = C*, det(S
- C) '* 0 (or C similar to a self-adjoint matrix, S invariant), by considering H as a Pontrjagin space with
indefinite metric defined by Eq. (I), More precisely,
for every pair of imaginary eigenvalues, a two-dimensional invariant subspace is split off from 1/, and for
each real eigenvalue such that (Acp, cp) H < 0, a onedimensional eigenspace is removed. On the remainder,
B is similar to a self-adjoint operator. This decomposition is due in general to Krein's Invariant Subspace
theorem.
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cp(v)Fje j(v) da(v)

=-1-1

4. EXTENSION TO SELF-ADJOINT KERNEL

(S - C)(C- 1S - 1)
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